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the Christian faith, and the exalted spirit of its first
votaries favoured and controlled the passionate
melancholy of the inhabitants of a misty clime ; while
the peoples of the south., who were susceptible to the
contemplative life, adopted a form of religion which
was in accordance with their climate and their
tastes."
In her contrast of north, and south Madame de Stael
is clearly describing aspects which reappear in the
traditional distinction between Classic and Romantic
as applied to literature. It will not, of course,, be
questioned that literatures dominated by Classic ideals
flourish best among the Latin peoples, while Romantic-
ism is a healthier and more natural growth amongst
the Germanic and Celtic races of the north. Madame
de Stael finds the explanation of the difference— she
is, in fact, building on those ideas of the influence of
climate, which Montesquieu derived from Italy—not
in racial peculiarities, but in the conditions of existence-
There have been, however, advocates of the view that
the distinction between the Classic and Romantic type
of mind is a matter of race. There were writers—and
not merely German writers-—in the pre-war days, who
ascribed all that could conceivably be described as
Romantic in the literatures of the south to an infusion
of Teuton blood. And in England in the nineteenth
century we had our Celtic enthusiasts, who pointed to
the Celts as the true originators of the Romantic
element in our poetry/ It seems to me, however,
that all attempts to establish theories of racial psycho-
logy in modern Europe are doomed to failure, in
view of the complete and repeated mingling of the
European races. Indeed, I observe that some of the
leading Celtic scholars of our time go so far as to
claim the present inhabitants of northern France as
more Germanic than the Germans, while the Germans,
1 It need hardly be added that to Madame dc Stael, as to the eighteenth
century generally, there was a complete confusion of Celt and Teuton,
Ossian was not regarded as a Celt, but rather as a Teutonic bard,

